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ABSTRACT 

APPROXIMATING THE LENGTH OF VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM 

SOLUTIONS USING COMPLEMENTARY SPATIAL INFORMATION  

Xi Mei, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2015 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Kevin Curtin 

 

Accurately estimating the length of the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) distances is 

useful for transportation planning. This study extends the work of previous research 

where multiple linear regression models were used to estimate the average distance of the 

VRP solutions with various customer demands and capacity constraints. This research 

expands on that approach in three ways: first, the point patterns used here to assist in 

estimation have a wider range of customer clustering or dispersion values as measured by 

the Average Nearest Neighbor Index (ANNI) rather than using only a Poisson point 

process or random point process; second, the tour coefficient adjusted by complementary 

spatial information yielded statistically more accurate estimations; third, the VRP 

solutions length approximation was used to compare the pattern of customer locations in 

both planar continuous space and network space. To generate a full range of ANNI 

values, point patterns were simulated using a Poisson process, a Matern clustering 
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process, and a Simple Sequential Inhibition process to obtain random, clustered, and 

dispersed point patterns, respectively. The coefficients of independent variables in the 

models were used to explain how the spatial distributions of customers influence the VRP 

distances. Finally, the bulky waste collection problem in Fairfax County, Virginia, was 

analyzed and used as a case study for this research. The spatial statistics applied to the 

network space from the case study have the advantage of using the network nearest 

average neighbor index. In summary, this study approached the VRP approximation 

problem by using distinct spatial variations, incorporating geographic indices and 

distance measures, and modeling the process in a real world network in Fairfax, VA. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) was first proposed by Dantzig & Ramser 

(1959). The objective of the VRP is to minimize the total distance travelled while 

servicing all demand points within vehicle capacity restrictions, and having the vehicles 

start and end at a given depot location (see Figure 1). The VRP is a nondeterministic, 

polynomial-hard (NP hard) combinatorial optimization problem. Therefore, many 

problem instances of even a modest size are unlikely to be solved in a reasonable amount 

of CPU time. There are two research subfields pertinent to the VRP that are of interest 

here: the programming approach and the continuous approximation approach. The 

programming approach studies exact algorithms and heuristic methods to find optimal 

and near optimal routes (Toth & Vigo, 2002;Golden, 2008; Cordeau, Gendreau, Laporte, 

Potvin, & Semet, 2002). Conversely, the continuous approximation approach is 

concerned with the determination of analytical methods for estimating the VRP distances. 

The research presented here focuses on the continuous approximation approach, and the 

objective is to estimate the total distance travelled rather than calculate the customer stop 

sequences. The particular routing problem addressed is a one-to-many VRP scenario, 

where there is one depot and multiple customers.  
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Figure 1 Vehicle routing problem (data source: ArcGIS). 

 

1.1 VRP Mathematical Description 
The objective function of a continuous approximation of the VRP, as shown in 

Figure 1, is to estimate the total traveling distance, D.  A total number of n customers are 

distributed in the given study area with a size of A. Each customer + ∈ � needs service 

and has a coordinate (-, .), where � ∈ (1, 2 … , � − 1, �). The amount of customers in 

the study area has a density, �, and each one of the n customers has a demand quantity �. 

The total demand quantity is defined as: 
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Equation 1 Total demand quantity 

 


 =  4 �
5

6�
   

(1) 

 

The total number of routes is defined as: 

Equation 2 Total number of routes 

 

� ≥  8

� 9 

 

(2)  

 

In this equation, the capacity of each vehicle is denoted as C. In this research all vehicles 

have the same capacity, C. Each tour starts and ends at the depot location (-:, .:), and 

the depot can be either inside or outside the service area. The n customers constitute a 

point pattern, denoted as CP that is considered to be the point pattern population. Each 

day, only a subset of points 	� ⊂ CP needs service. This is shown in the case study of the 

bulky waste special collection service in Fairfax County, VA, where each day only a 

subset of customers will require special collection service. �� is the sum of the shortest 

path distances between the depot and each customer location.The average of the shortest 

path distances between the depot and customer locations is denoted as �̅. That is: 

Equation 3 The average of the shortest path distances between the depot and customer locations 

�̅ = ���  

 

(3)  

   

The notations used here are consistent with previous research on VRP continuous 

approximation problems. 
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In this research the customer coordinates represent the location, and the weight 

for each customer represents customer demands, i.e. the demand for each customer would 

be represented by the total volume of bulky waste from one household over the time 

period modeled (in this case one year). Thus, the exact location of customers and 

demands are known.  

1.2 Motivation and Research Questions 
This research was inspired by the study by Figliozzi (2008) in which he 

approximated the length of the VRP solutions with varying customer distributions and by 

the practical problem of the bulky waste collection service in Fairfax County, VA. In 

Figliozzi (2008), the customer point patterns exhibit clustering, dispersion, and 

randomness, and each service date for the VRP requires that only a subset of the total 

population be served. This is the same case as the Fairfax County bulky waste collection 

service, where – within a service area – only a subset of the households needs service. 

The process of identifying the population in need of service on any given service day 

effectively generates population samples of varying sizes.  

The benefit of this from the mathematical modeling perspective is that many 

problem instances can be tested on different sample sizes. As shown in Figure 2, a 

distribution of the total population, CP, may represent a spatially clustered pattern. In that 

case, many subsets SP of CP may largely be consistent with the population spatial 

distribution; in this case, they also exhibit a spatially clustered pattern. However, there 

are cases where sample points are drawn from the different clusters of the overall 

population, thereby creating a sample which exhibits a spatially dispersed pattern (see the 
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right side of Figure 2). This suggests difficulty will be faced when comparing models 

based on samples from clustered, random, or dispersed population point patterns. Since 

not all samples from a clustered population point pattern are clustered and not all samples 

from a dispersed population point pattern are dispersed, these samples may not 

effectively detect the influence of clustering or dispersion on the associated VRP 

distances. In addition, the samples are restricted by the population variations, because 

sample point sets are only drawn from the six population point sets without consideration 

of other point pattern distributions.  

To overcome this limitation, this research simulates many point patterns 

according to the theoretical point processes that are known to be strongly clustered, 

strongly dispersed, or random, which allows comparisons among these three types of 

spatial distribution. No sampling from the populations is necessary in this study since 

many different populations are created with methods that are known to force clustering, 

dispersion, or randomness. Once there is a better understanding of the influence of 

demand point pattern characteristics on VRP distances from a theoretical perspective, 

there can be more accurate estimations of VRP distances under spatial variations. From 

an application perspective, the VRP distance can be used in budget planning or as a 

parameter in determining a warehouse location, or other transportation planning 

applications.  
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Figure 2 VRP population and sample comparison. 

 

Three primary research questions were motivated by Figliozzi (2008) and the 

Fairfax county bulky waste collection service case study. The first question is regarding 

how the VRP distances vary depending on different spatial point patterns. The second 

question is regarding how the performance of VRP distances continuous approximation 

models vary depending on different spatial point patterns. Finally, the third is regarding 

whether there is a difference in the answer to the first two questions when the spatial 

domain is a planar continuous space versus a network space. 

1.3 Dissertation Outline 
Chapter 1, the Introduction, provides an overview of the research framework. 

Chapter 2 reviews the literature on the VRP distances approximation and discusses a 

theoretical derivation, empirical simulation strategies, and potential independent variables 

to develop models based on the spatial distribution of demand points to estimate the VRP 
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distances.  Chapter 3 describes the data and the methodology used in this research. Three 

types of data are discussed: VRP benchmark instances, geographic simulated point 

patterns, and the Fairfax County bulky waste collection historical household records. The 

discussion of the methodology focuses primarily on the models that are run on various 

point patterns and makes reference to previous theoretical and empirical studies. Chapter 

4 demonstrates the results using complementary spatial information relating to the 

distribution of demand points to improve the estimation of the length of vehicle routing 

problem solutions. Chapter 5 consists of conclusions drawn from the study and 

suggestions for future directions in studies and research.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter reviews VRP approximation methods, point pattern spatial statistics, 

and contributions of the study to geography-related disciplines. Section 2.1 reviews the 

literature on VRP approximation simulation strategies and models, and then presents the 

mathematical derivation process for them. Section 2.2 reviews the concepts of point 

processes, point patterns, and network point pattern spatial statistics. Spatial statistical 

methods of generating point patterns with known properties are used to generate 

populations of VRP customers. Section 2.3 summarizes the contributions of this study.  

2.1 VRP approximation 

2.1.1 Approximate VRP Overview  
This research reviews the VRP and its relevant variations, the Travelling 

Salesman Problem (TSP) and the Location Routing Problem (LRP). The TSP starts from 

a depot, then visits other points exactly once, and finally returns to the depot. The VRP is 

a multiple TSP with capacity constraints. The TSP is, therefore, a special case of the VRP. 

The LRP is a variation of the VRP where the depot location(s) needs to be determined.  

Langevin, Mbaraga, and Campbell (1996) reviewed the continuous approximation 

approach to model freight distribution. According to the classification in that review, this 

dissertation focuses on one-to-many distributions without transshipments. 
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As shown in Table 1, most of the simulations in the literature used to evaluate the 

influence of the spatial point distribution on VRP distances are based on a binomial point 

process. Therefore, to-date, there has been no systematic analysis of the influence on 

VRP distances by varying point patterns generated through a diverse set of methods. The 

influence on the length of the VRP from distributions that conform to a pattern of 

Complete Spatial Randomness, or to a clustered Poisson process, or to a dispersed 

process needs to be determined using a rigorous methodology. Stated simply, the research 

questions to be addressed here are: how the VRP distances vary depending on different 

customer spatial point patterns. 
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Table 1 Models for estimating the length of VRP solutions. 

Key authors Key Models 
Point Pattern 

Generation 

Problem 

Type 

(Beardwood, 

Halton, & 

Hammersley, 

1959) 

 $%√�� Theoretical 

derivation 
TSP 

(Christofides & 

Eilon, 1969) 

 

 $%A�̅�√� + $&�̅� 
 

Binomial point 

process 

TSP, 

VRP 

(Daganzo, 1984)  $%√�� + $&�̅� Binomial point 

process 
VRP 

(Andreas 

Schmidthofer n.d.) 

 

$ CA�(�� + CD) + CDE��(�� − 1)F 

Clustered and 

random 

superimposed 

TSP 

(Chien 1992) 

 

 $%√�� + $&�̅  
Binomial point 

process 
TSP 

(Kwon, Golden, & 

Wasil, 1995) 

 

(�� + �!� + �"G/�)√��  + $&�̅  
Binomial point 

process 
TSP 

(Robusté, Estrada, 

& López-Pita, 

2004) 

 

 $%√�� + $& � E1 + �! �
� 

 
Binomial point 

process VRP 

(Hindle & 

Worthington, 

2004) 

 �� (+I���IJI�) + �!(�) + �"(ANND)+ �#  
Sine wave 

function TSP 

(Figliozzi, 2008) $%
� − �

� √�� + $&� Solomon 

Benchmark 

instances VRP 
(Turkensteen & 

Klose, 2012) 
Various distance measures Binomial point 

process LRP 
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Some of the variables that are commonly presumed to have an influence on the 

the VRP distances (and are therefore independent variables in the process) are listed in 

Table 2 and Table 3. Thus, attributes such as the size and the shape of the study area, the 

characteristics of the spatial distribution of customer locations, and the number of routes 

are determinants of the length of the VRP solutions.  As shown in Table 4, the size of the 

data sets, the solver type, and the capacities used from previous literature are listed. As 

shown in Table 4, most of the data sets used in previous studies (other than those using 

mathematical derivations) have less than 100 points. In order to be consistent with the 

number of the points in the previous studies, the simulation in this research generates 

point sets with an expected number of 100 points. Most of the literature employed 

heuristic methods, and these methods should be compared to the optimal VRP distances 

in order to ensure that the regression estimates are compared to the VRP exact solution 

values. With the exception of the Solomon’s benchmark instances, where the capacity is 

around 1000, the rest of the literature used capacities of approximately 10. In this 

research the capacities are simulated from 5 to 50 with a 5-unit step interval. 

 

Table 2 Model variables.  

Variable Explanation 

D VRP distance 

n Number of customers 

C Capacity 

A Study area size �̅ Average distance from customers to depot 

m Number of routes 
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Variable Explanation 

R Point pattern bounding box 

� Ellipse major to minor axis ratio 

s Rectangle length to width ratio 

��  Number of single customers 

��  Number of clusters 

��   Number of customers in each cluster 

��  Size of each cluster area 

Perimeter Convex hull perimeter 

Various distance measures See Table 3 ��, �!, �", ��, �!, �", �# $%, $& 

 

Approximation coefficients 

 

Table 3 Distance measurements in the literature. 

Variable Explanation 

APWD 

(average distance measure) 

Average distance between every pair of customers 

MND  

(maximum distance 

measure) 

The maximum distance between each pair of 

customers 

SSM   

(surface size measure) 

Square root of the size of  the bounding box of sample 

point patterns 

DCFM 

(distance to a central 

facility measure) 

Average distance from the customers to the mean 

center of customer point pattern 

NNM 

(nearest neighbor measure) 

Average distance to the first and second nearest 

neighbors of each demand point 

ANND Average Nearest Neighbor distance 

MM   

(mixed measure) 

MM  = 2DCFM/C +0.57*NNM   

EMM 

(extended mixed measure) 
EMM= 2�̅/C + 0.57* ANND 
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Table 4 Model data sets.  

Key authors Number of points  Solver type Capacity 

(Beardwood et al., 

1959) 

None (mathematical 

derivation) NA NA 

(Christofides & 

Eilon, 1969) 

10,20,30,40,50,60,70  An algorithm for the 

Vehicle-Dispatching 

problem 

3,4,7,10 

(Daganzo, 1984) None (mathematical 

derivation) 

NA NA 

(Andreas 

Schmidthofer n.d.) 

NA NA NA 

(Chien 1992) 5~30 Optimal, Volgenant None 

(TSP) 

(Kwon et al., 

1995) 

10~80 Optimal, Volgenant None 

(TSP) 

(Robusté et al., 

2004) 

21~184 Clark and Wright, 

Gillet and Miller, 

and Fisher and 

Jaikumar 

Minimum 

2 

(Hindle & 

Worthington, 

2004) 

5~50 Heuristic, cheapest 

insertion 

None 

(TSP) 

(Figliozzi, 2008) 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 Heuristic, VRP 

improvements, 

Figliozzi 2008 

700,1000 

(Turkensteen & 

Klose, 2012) 

10, 20, 50, 100 Heuristic, Salhi and 

Nagy ,2009 

 

1,15 

 

One branch of the VRP approximation literature focuses on TSP approximation 

methods. Beardwood et al. (1959) first proposed that the expected TSP length would be a 

function of √�� , where the coefficient, k, of √��  is 0.57 for Euclidean distance and 

0.82 for Manhattan distance. As defined in section 1.1, A and N are the size of the study 
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area and the number of point respectively. As shown in Table 1, point patterns that follow 

the binomial point process are used in Beardwood et al. (1959), Chien (1992), and Kwon 

et al. (1995). Chien (1992) used different area shapes to estimate the VRP distances. The 

parameter A can be defined variously as: the size of the study area, the bounding box of 

customers with or without the depot, or the circular sector originated from the depot that 

contains both customers and the depot. Chien’s paper also set up an example to build and 

compare different models with the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), which 

involves the calculation of the deviation of predicted values from the actual value (as 

generated by a heuristic solution procedure for the VRP). Chien found that the bounding 

box consisting only of the customers gave a robust estimation of the VRP in terms of its 

MAPE value. Kwon et al. (1995) gave a chronological review of the development of the 

approximation of VRP models. In Kwon’s paper, the points were simulated in rectangles 

and he took into account the length-to-width ratio, s, of the rectangles as part of the 

independent variables in the models shown in Table 1.  

Christofides and Eilon (1969) derived a model based on simulation experiments 

to estimate the VRP distances based on the TSP estimation model, assuming that the 

points are randomly distributed with a uniform probability distribution (i.e. a Binomial 

point process). Daganzo (1984) divided the service area into zones to formulate his model 

(Table 1). In his model, the first term represents the estimated distance among customers, 

shown as “Tours” in Figure 3, and the second term represents the average distance 

travelled from customers to the depot, shown as “Return” and “Line Haul” in Figure 3.  

Robusté et al. (2004) discussed the constraints that were required to implement the 
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Daganzo model and introduced a new term, n/C!, in their regression model whenever the 

constraint requirements in Daganzo were not met. They stated that neither model was 

suitable for estimating VRP distance when  
Q
R ≤ 3. As described in section 1.1, the 

notations n, C, and m are the number of points, the capacity, and the number of routes 

respectively. Their equations were developed based on circular and elliptic zones with a 

central depot.  Robusté et al. (2004) focused on the VRP with both randomly and 

uniformly distributed points with equal demand. Figliozzi (2008) adjusted the local tour 

length estimation by multiplying the local tour variable by the term 
QUV

Q  and adding the 

extra term used by Kwon (1995). The data used in Figliozzi’s paper is from Solomon’s 

Benchmark instances, where there are six types of spatial distribution. A explained in 

detail in section 3.1, the data sets used by Figliozzi are restricted by the population 

variations because sample point sets are drawn from the six population point sets without 

consideration of other point pattern distributions.  
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Figure 3 VRP peddling (Blumenfeld & Beckmann, 1985). 

 

Of interest here is a review of the papers that have discussed variations in the 

point pattern in addition to Figliozzi (2008). If points are not uniformly distributed, then 

the estimation may deviate significantly from the optimal value, which is the minimum 

value when the objective function of the VRP is solved optimally (Hall, Du, & Lin, 

1994). The model developed by Hindle and Worthington (2004), defined in Table 1, uses 

the nearest neighbor distance and the length of the area perimeter to predict average VRP 

distances, while the demand density was simulated with a mathematical sine wave 

function. Two sets of data were simulated to generate different point patterns. The first 

data set was the same as the one used by Eilon (1971), in which the customers were 

uniformly distributed. Distance was defined as Euclidean and the depot was centrally 

located. The second data set was formed by dividing the area (100*100 units) into 400 

equally sized cells and, within each cell, generating points that followed a Poisson 
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process whose intensities were determined by a sine wave function, where the peaks in 

the sine wave function indicated higher demand intensity and the valleys represented 

lower demand intensity. Thus, the spatial point distribution varies based on the value of 

the sine value function.  The result showed that not only the number of points, but also 

the isolation of points had an influence on the length of the VRP solution. The perimeter 

of the point pattern was defined as the length of the convex hull of all the points in a 

route. The term, ANND, defined as the average distance to the nearest neighbor, is used 

later in this dissertation to test whether using it is better (in terms of estimation accuracy) 

than using point pattern intensity in the models. 

Turkensteen and Klose (2012) estimated distances with uniform and actual 

location demands and three types of distance measures (Euclidean, lX - norm, and road 

network distance). The lX - norm distances consider the characteristics of a road network 

to better measure travelling distances, where the distance between two points pi and pj is 

 dZp\, p]^ =  z!`Zx\ − x]^bc + Zy\ − y]^bce�/bc
, where z� and z! represent the 

characteristics of a type of network (Brimberg, Walker, & Love, 2007). The weighted 

factor, z�, is a way to better measure distances in networks, such as Manhattan networks 

(where z� =1) and Euclidean networks (where z� = 2) that are two common special cases 

of lX - norm distances. A generalization,z�, gives the Minkowski distance, which is a 

combination of a Euclidean distance and a Manhattan distance. The other factor, z!, 

considers road network elevation fluctuations and its related influence on distances. Their 

experiments estimated the travelling distance for the minimum Weber Location Problem 

and Location Routing Problem with an unknown depot location. The Weber Location 
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Problem aims to minimize the total weighted distances from customers to a potential 

facility. Points were simulated both uniformly and randomly in rectangles of varying 

length-width ratios. Sample locations were drawn from the actual locations in European 

regions to test models on real world data sets. 

Blumenfeld and Beckmann (1985) and Schmidthofer  (n.d.) discussed continuous 

approximations and found that, if the customers are assumed to be uniformly distributed,  

the actual length of the VRP of the point pattern that contain clusters tend to be 

overestimated. In order to estimate the distance travelled in clustered point patterns more 

accurately, the clustered points were assumed to be a single point and then the distances 

travelled in the VRP were estimated in two ways: first, the distances travelled were 

estimated to all the single points and to the cluster centers, and, second, distances were 

estimated within each cluster. This approach gave more accurate estimations when there 

were distinct clusters in the point patterns. The cluster model developed by Schmidthofer 

is not explored further in this study because Schmidthofer’s model requires distinct 

clusters and is out the scope of this study.  

Gendreau, Laporte, and Séguin (1996) reviewed stochastic VRPs, where customer 

distribution was assumed to follow a Bernouilli distribution and every customer has a 

probability + of being present. This dissertation focuses on the deterministic VRP and, 

thus, stochastic VRPs are not discussed any further. 

 

2.1.2 Theoretical Derivations from Previous Research 
This section reviews two mathematical models that approximate VRP distances and 

explains why the terms √An and r̅m, as defined in  
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Table 2, were considered effective, independent variables to estimate the VRP 

solution length. These terms are used in Chapter 3, where models are built and modified 

to see which ones are the most accurate of the following three types of data sets: 

clustered, random, and dispersed.  

(1) Eilon’s (1971) theoretical derivation of a TSP length estimate is shown below 

in Equation 4 to Equation 11. If the size of the study area, A, is increased by a factor h, 

then the distance between two points, located through a random point process, will 

increase, on average, by √ℎ. Therefore, an estimate of the length of the TSP can be 

represented by $%  h(�)√� , where $% is the coefficient and f(n) is a function of n that 

must be derived, as shown in Equation 4. The main derivation process relies on the logic 

that if the study area A is divided into k non-overlapping sub-areas ��, �!, �", …  �i, then 

the TSP can be approximated, as shown in Equation 5, by the summation of distances 

travelled within each sub area �Z�j , �j^ and the distance travelled between two sub areas, 

�j  and �jl�(for all � = 1 … $ − 1).  The number of points is denoted as �j  in sub area, 

�j.  

Equation 4 TSP derivation 1 

�(�, �) = $%h(�)√�   

(4) 
 
Equation 5 TSP derivation 2 (Figure 8.14 of Eilon) 

�(�, �) ≤  4 �Z�j , �j^
i

j6�
+ 4 opq ,pqrc 

iU�

j6�
   

(5) 

  

In addition, the special situation where the study area is a square is considered and  

is then divided into s! smaller squares. The length of one side of the square study area, 
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with area A, is represented as a. Therefore, � = √� and the number of smaller squares is 

s!. The total size of the study area is �!. The number of points in each smaller square is 

now, on average, � s!⁄ . The size of each smaller square is now �! s!⁄ . With the 

knowledge of the number of points in a smaller square and the size of a smaller square, 

one can then estimate the length of a TSP solution within a smaller square. If, in Equation 

2, n is replaced by � s!⁄ , and A is replaced by �! s!⁄ , then the length of TSP solution 

within each smaller square can be represented, as shown in Equation 6. The maximum 

distance between any two adjacent squares (where corner point adjacency is not 

considered) is the diagonal distance between the non-adjacent lower corner of one square 

and the non-adjacent upper corner of the other square (See Figure 4 after Eilon (1971)). 

In this case the maximum distance is given by (� s)√5⁄  . Therefore, if the within-sub-

area TSP distance in Equation 5 is replaced by the right hand side of Equation 6 and the 

inter-sub-area distance in Equation 5 is replaced by the maximum distance given above, 

the result is Equation 7. 
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Figure 4 Service area divided into sub areas.   

 

Equation 6 TSP derivation 3 (Figure 8.15 of Eilon)                                                                                                           
 �(� φ!⁄ , � φ!) =⁄ $%h(� φ!⁄ )(� φ⁄ )   

(6) 
 
Equation 7 TSP derivation 4   

 

�(�, �) = $%h(�)� ≤  4`$%h(� s!⁄ )(� s⁄ ) + (� s)√5⁄ e
vw

j6�
 

     
�(�, �) = $%h(�)� ≤  φ$%h(� φ!⁄ )� + �φ√5       

(7) 
 

Dividing both sides of Equation 5 by $%�√� , (k =  φ!), we get  

Equation 8 TSP derivation 5   h(�)
√� ≤ h(� φ!⁄ )

E� φ!⁄ +  φ√5
$%√�    

(8) 

 

 

When the limit of Equation 8 � → ∞ is taken, it then becomes  
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Equation 9 TSP derivation 6   

 

(��√5→{
h(�)
√�  ≤ (��E5 |w⁄ →{

h(� φ!⁄ )
E� φ!⁄    

(9) 

  

The two limits are the same function, albeit with different input 

variables (� and � φ!⁄ ). Therefore, Equation 9 can be written as an equality function, as 

shown in Equation 10. 

Equation 10 TSP derivation 7   

 

h(�) =  φh(� φ!⁄ ) 

 when � → ∞ 

 

 

(10) 

Since function h(�) =  √� meets the requirements of Equation 10, the length of a 

TSP problem solution can be approximated by Equation 11 shown here: 

Equation 11 TSP derivation 8 

 

h(�) = $%√��  (11) 

          

 

Thus, Equation 4 through 11 (as derived by Eilon, 1971) provide a theoretical 

derivation of the TSP solution length. Conversely, Equation 12 (Christofides and Eilon, 

1969) was derived from an empirical simulation process to estimate the VRP solution 

length. In this empirical simulation process, the numbers of random points generated 

were 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 in a 100 ∗ 100 window and the amounts 3, 4, 7, and 

10 were used as capacity constraints based on Equation 12 of Christofides and Eilon’s 

study. Variables, such as the size of the study area; the sum of straight line distances 

travelled from customers to the depot; and the vehicle capacity, were used to estimate the 

VRP solutions.  
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Equation 12 Eilon VRP 

 

� =  ���� + �√�E�� 
 

following notation from ( Christofides & 

Eilon, 1969) 

 

(12) 

 

 

   � =  $%E√�√��̅ +  $&��̅/�     
 

following notations in this resarch 
 

 

 

(2) Daganzo’s theoretical derivation of the VRP (Equation 13 through Equation 17): 

 

Daganzo (1984) divided the service area into zones to formulate a model. Point 

density is presumed to be relatively invariant across the entire study region. Each zone 

contains C customers, and the routes are built based on a “cluster first” and “route 

second” strategy, where the customers are first divided into clusters and then, within each 

cluster, the routes are analyzed. Without predefined point locations, the point density 

represented by � is first considered. Then,  �Uc
w  best “represents a distance close to the 

average separation between neighboring points” (Daganzo 1984). Thus, for C points in 

the zone, the total local distance is �Uc
w� and the distance travelled back and forth from 

the depot to the zone is 2�̅. Therefore, for each zone, the travelling distance for C points 

is:  

Equation 13 Daganzo derivation 1 

 

� =   $% �U�! � + 2�̅       

(13) 
 

 

where  $%  represents a distance metric in theoretical derivations of TSP solutions, while it 

is considered as a regression coefficient in simulation models. On average, the distance 

for each point - in the divided zone is:  
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Equation 14 Daganzo derivation 2 

� =  $%  �U�!  + 2�̅
�        

(14) 

 

 

The total of n points for all the zones, is: 

Equation 15 Daganzo derivation 3 

 

� =  $% �U�! � + 2�̅
�  �        

(15) 

 

If the points follow a binomial point process, the expected point distance  �(�Uc
w) is 

E�/� then it is: 

Equation 16 Daganzo derivation 4 

� =   $%  �(�Uc
w) � + !�(�̅)

�  � =  $%√�� +  !�̅5
�       where � ≥  �! 

 

(16) 

 

 

 

For vehicle tours where �! ≥ �, Equation 15 becomes: 

Equation 17 Daganzo derivation 5 

� =  $� ��Uc
w� �  =  $%√��        where  �! ≥ � 

 

(17) 

 

The total distance is not dependent on the capacity in Equation 17 because the 

term with the number of routes, m, is left out in the regression model. Since it is assumed 

that the capacity is large enough to handle all customers, the capacity constraint no longer 

has an influence on the solution. 

 To summarize the information in this section (2.1.2), Eilon (1971) and Daganzo 

(1984) used a combination of geometric and mathematical derivations to prove that √An 

is an effective variable to estimate the distance travelled among customers and r̅m is an 

effective variable to estimate the distance travelled from customers to the depot and 

travelled to customers from the depot. These two terms are further used in the 
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methodology section and their alternatives are used to build the models. The models are 

then compared and evaluated based on VRP estimation accuracy and applied to different 

spatial point distributions.  

2.2 Point Pattern Spatial Statistics 
Section 2.2.1 reviews the different point processes that can be used to simulate 

point patterns as VRP demand points. Point patterns simulated with different point 

processes represent different spatial point variations, and they are used to answer the 

research questions regarding how VRP distances vary depending on different spatial 

point patterns. Section 2.2.2 reviews the definition of a point pattern and indices to 

measure point patterns. These indices are used to quantify point patterns and describe the 

level of clustering or dispersion or the absence of pattern indicating randomness. Once 

quantified, the point patterns may be categorized into clustered, random, and dispersed 

datasets, and the models are run on those datasets for comparison. Section 2.2.3 reviews 

the literature on comparing spatial statistics in a planar continuous space with a planar 

network space.  

2.2.1 Point Process 
As described in section 2.1.1, many VRP distance continuous approximation 

point datasets are generated following a Binomial point process. This section first 

discusses the definitions of the binomial point process and its related concept, the Spatial 

Laplace principle. Then, the following spatial point processes are discussed: a Complete 

Spatial Randomness process, a Matern cluster process, and a Simple Inhibition process. 

These point processes are used to generate spatially varied point patterns. The reason for 
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using the Matern cluster process is that it can effectively generate point patterns that 

exhibit a range of clustering, which ranges from extreme clustering to patterns where the 

clustering is indistinguishable from patterns that are spatially random. The reason for 

using the Simple Inhibition process is that it can similarly generate a range of dispersed 

point patterns effectively. These two reasons are further explored in section 3.3. A 

representation of each of the four point processes (Binomial, Poisson, Matern cluster, and 

Simple Inhibition processes) is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5  Point process examples.   

 

In order to explain the point pattern generation process, the following contents in 

this section discuss the Spatial Laplace principle, the binomial process, Complete Spatial 

Randomness, the Matern Cluster process, and the Simple Inhibition process. The spatial 

Laplace principle states that the probability that a point falls into a subarea �i is 
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proportional to the size of the whole study area A. This means that all subareas have the 

same probability of housing any given point and that the pattern of points is randomly 

distributed with an unvarying probability distribution (Illian, Penttinen, Stoyan, & 

Stoyan, 2008, p. 59), as shown in Equation 18. 

Equation 18 Spatial Laplace principle 

 

P (- is located in �i) =  ��I� (�i)
��I�(�)       

(18) 

 

In a perpendicular Cartesian coordinate system, the x and y coordinates of n points 

generated by a binomial point process are random values that follow the uniform 

distribution.  For a binomial point process, if there n points are located randomly and 

independently in A, and A is subdivided into n subareas (A1, A2, … An), then the 

probability of all points being located in their corresponding subarea is the product of the 

probabilities of each of the n points being located in their corresponding subarea. Each 

point thereby follows the Spatial Laplace principle, where �5 represents the subsets of A.  

Equation 19 Binomial point process   
 �(-�is located in ��, … , -5 is located in �5)               = �Z-�is located in ��)  ∗ �(-!is located in �!)                                       ∗ … �Z-j  is located in �j^ ∗ … , �(-5 is located in �5^  

=  ∏ ��I�(�j)5j6���I�(�)5  

     

 

(19) 

 

Complete Spatial Randomness follows a spatial Poisson process, where that 

process has the properties of the Binomial process, but the number of points among all 

sub areas is also independent. The Spatial Laplace principle and the binomial process 
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properties are two hypotheses of Complete Spatial Randomness. The two steps to realize 

a spatial Poisson process are: (1) to generate a random number, Ω, that follows a Poisson 

distribution as shown in Equation 20 and (2) to generate a Binomial point process with Ω 

points. Where e is the Euler’s number (e = 2.71828), λ is the Poisson point process 

intensity (points per unit area), and x is the frequency of occurrence. For example, in a 

100 ∗ 100 unit window, if n is 100, then λ is 0.01. If the Poisson point intensity λ is a 

numerical value, then the Poisson point process is generated as a Binomial point process 

with Ω  points (Baddeley & Turner, 2005). Furthermore, if the study area is divided into 

equally sized sub-areas and the phenomenon is best modeled as a Poisson point process, 

then the frequencies of the number of points in each sub-area will follow the Poisson 

distribution (Equation 20) with intensityλ. If the phenomenon is best modeled with a 

Binomial point process, then the number of points in each sub-area will follow the 

Binomial distribution (Equation 21) (McGrew & Monroe, 2009). In Equation 21, P 

stands for the probability, n is the total number of trials, x is the number of a certain 

outcome in n trials, and p is the probability of a certain outcome of one trial. 

Equation 20 Poisson distribution probability 

�(-) =  λ�IUλ
-!    

(20) 

Equation 21 Binomial probability  

�(-) =  �! +�(1 − +)5U�
-! (� − -)!    

(21) 

 

The Matern cluster process is a doubly stochastic cluster process that utilizes the 

concept of parent and child points. The locations of the parent points follow a Poisson 

process and the child points, which also follow a Poisson process, are generated within a 
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predetermined radius around their parent point. The parents are considered as the center 

of the clusters, and the child points are constrained to be located within a given distance 

from their parent point.  

A Simple Inhibition process is used to generate the dispersed point patterns. The 

Simple Inhibition process generates points one by one. First, it randomly generates one 

point, and then each additional point is constrained so that it is forced to fall outside a 

given radius buffer of the points that have already been added to the point pattern. Each 

additional point is generated following the Binomial point process. One difficulty with a 

Simple Inhibition process is that it cannot guarantee that the outcome has a set number of 

points when the radius is too large. However, the benefit of this process is that it tends to 

generate more extremely dispersed patterns. 

2.2.2 Point Pattern 
Section 2.2.2 provides the definitions of a point pattern, point pattern 

measurement indices, and distance methods. The purpose of section 2.2.2 is to categorize 

point patterns according to spatial indices into clustered, random, and dispersed point 

pattern sets for VRP distance comparisons. The point pattern index values are 

measurements of the strength of spatial interactions. The distance methods for point 

patterns are discussed here to provide alternative models to the theoretical derivations 

provided in section 2.1.2.  

The difference between a point pattern and a point process is that a point pattern 

is a realization of a point process and a point process is a theoretical random probability 

distribution. For example, if a distribution of points exhibits Complete Spatial 
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Randomness, then, by definition, it follows a spatial Poisson process where the 

probability that exactly n points fall in an area of size A follows a Poisson distribution. 

This research follows Diggle (2003) and argues that a point process is a concept or 

theoretical construct while a point pattern is an empirical realization of the point process. 

A point pattern is considered to be random when there is no discernible process 

that is influencing the location of the points. Any point in a random point pattern is 

equally likely to occur at any location, and the position of any point is not affected by the 

position of any other point.  A pattern is considered clustered when the points show a 

positive interaction or attraction. In other words, they are agglomerated. In a clustered 

point pattern, many points are concentrated close together (Baddeley & Turner, 2005).A 

pattern is considered dispersed when points in the pattern show a negative interaction, 

meaning the neighboring points repel each other. In other words, a point pattern is 

uniform and maximally dispersed if every point is located as far as possible from all of its 

immediate neighbors.  

The two types of summary statistics to quantify spatial point patterns, which 

describe the overall spatial distribution of point patterns (Illian et al., 2008) are: location 

related indices and point related indices. Location related indices include the index of 

dispersion, which is a measure of the variance-mean ratio. Another type of location 

related index is Pielou’s index of randomness (Pielou 1969). As discussed in section 2.1 

when reviewing the literature regarding VRP distance continuous approximations, point 

related indices include the intensity and the average nearest neighbor indices, which are 

both exploratory indices. Point intensity captures the variation in the number of points in 
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a subarea, while the average nearest neighbor index estimates the spatial dependence of 

points. Density is generally given as �/�, and density statistics include quadrat analysis 

and kernel estimation. The Average Nearest Neighbor index (ANNI) (Equation 24), is the 

ratio of the observed nearest neighbor distance (Equation 22)  over the expected nearest 

neighbor distance (Equation 23) (Diggle, 2003), where o stands for the nearest neighbor 

distance to point i in the given point pattern. Ripley’s K-Function shows whether a point 

pattern is statistically clustered, random, or dispersed at various distance bands (Ripley, 

1976; Wong & Lee, 2005). 

Equation 22 Observed nearest neighbor distance  

������� = 

4 o
5

6�
 

(22) �  

Equation 23 Expected nearest neighbor distance   
������) =  1

2√��      

(23) 

 
Equation 24 Average nearest neighbor index   

���� =  �������������) = 

2 4 o
5

6�
 

(24) 

√��  

  

One issue with the ANNI is that it is subject to edge effects since an assumption is 

that the spatial point process occurs in a planar continuous space while the point process 

only generates points within a certain study area or observed window. This means that 

the nearest neighbor of a point close to the edge of a study area might actually be outside 

the window boundary. The Clark-Evans test in the open source Spatstat R package 
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provides three methods to compensate for edge effects (Clark & Evans, 1954; Baddeley 

& Turner, 2005). These methods are the Donnelly, guard, and cdf procedures, where the 

boundary problems are corrected through the results of an empirical study of Donnelly, a 

clip region, and a cumulative distribution function, respectively. Due to edge effects, the 

nearest neighbor index of a Poisson process simulation tends to be slightly higher than 1, 

which is the mathematical expectation for a Poisson point process (O’Sullivan & Unwin, 

2003).  

There are different distance measurement methods that can be used to estimate the 

VRP. These include pair-wise distances, nearest neighbor distances, empty space 

distances, and the average of first and second nearest neighbor distances.  The pairwise 

distance calculates the average distances among all pairs of points in a point pattern, the 

nearest neighbor distance calculates the distance between each point in a point pattern 

and its nearest neighbor, and the empty space distance calculates the distance between a 

specified location in the service area and its nearest point in a point pattern. As will be 

shown in following sections, these various distances are used and compared in models to 

estimate the VRP solution length. 

2.2.3 Network Point Pattern Spatial Statistics 
Planar spatial analyses are built based on the assumption that a space is 

continuous and distances are Euclidean. Euclidean distance is appropriate in applications 

such as water or air navigation or cellular phone coverage distance calculation, where 

straight line distances are intuitively correct. However, in situations where events may 

occur on or along networks, it is better to use network space (Okabe & Sugihara, 2012). 
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Using a Geographic Information System (GIS), it is now much easier to compute the 

shortest path distances quickly and efficiently. Points on networks may include traffic 

lights or accidents (Eckley & Curtin, 2013) , while points along networks may include 

stores or households in a neighborhood. However, even when network distances are 

employed, this method does not fully capture the nature of the network. Most network 

spatial analysis does not consider the characteristics of the network itself. In other words, 

the methods are the same even when they are applied to very different types of networks. 

Recognizing this limitation, this study conducts a case study on a real network rather than 

on any stereotypical network. The problem then becomes incorporating the network and 

its associated points into the analysis (Okabe & Sugihara, 2012). Complete Spatial 

Randomness on a network may be defined as a “homogeneous binomial point process on 

the bounded network”. In this case study, the dataset is generated from historical 

collection records, so there is no edge correction problem (Okabe 2012). Network spatial 

statistics differ from traditional spatial statistics in a planar continuous space. For 

example, in Figure 6 (a), the point pattern is clustered in Euclidean space, while it is 

actually randomly distributed in network space in Figure 6 (b). It has been shown that 

continuous space statistics tend to over-detect clustered patterns (Yamada & Thill, 2004). 

The goal of this research is not to detect clustering or dispersion for the sake of 

determining some process driving that spatial pattern. Rather, the purpose here is to see if 

clustering or dispersion – whether measured in Euclidean or network space – can 

improve estimates of VRP distances. Therefore, there is a need to investigate how the 
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length of the VRP solutions vary depending on different customer spatial point patterns 

generated in both Euclidean and network space. 

 

 

Figure 6  Continuous space and network space point pattern comparison (Okabe & Sugihara, 2012). 

 

2.3 Potential Contribution to the Literature 
It is clear from a review of the literature that there historically has been, and there 

continues to be, an interest in estimating the length of VRP instances in order to quickly 

inform planning processes that cannot depend on optimal solutions being available at a 

moment’s notice. The models for performing such estimations, the variables generally 

used in the models, and the theoretical derivations of the models were reviewed in section 

2.1 above. 
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Moreover, it has been well documented that spatial point processes and the point 

patterns that those processes generate can lead to determinations of the causal spatial 

processes that drive observed point patterns in the real world. Section 2.2 reviewed 

spatial point pattern analysis definitions and simulation methods for generating point 

patterns that are known to show either clustered or dispersed patterns or patterns that are 

effectively random. 

This research contributes to the literature in several ways. First, this research 

brings together two sub-disciplines of Geography and Operations Research, point pattern 

analysis and optimal routing, in order to answer a research question that could not be 

addressed by either sub-discipline in isolation. That is, this research uses what is known 

about point patterns to inform the process of estimating VRP solution lengths. More 

specifically, the influence of the customer population distribution is now more fully 

explored than it has ever been in routing literature. Second, this research presents the first 

time that spatial point processes, like the Matern cluster process and the Simple Inhibition 

process, have been used systematically to generate point patterns with spatial variations 

for the determination of customer demands and subsequent route length estimations. 

Finally, this research expands on the growing body of knowledge regarding the 

differences in research results when spatial statistics designed for the network spatial 

domain rather than the Euclidean plane is employed. In summary, this research presents a 

systematic analysis of VRP approximation when the customer locations follow spatial 

clustered and spatial dispersed processes and determines the variations of VRP distances 

based on spatial domains.  
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3 METHODS 

3.1 Methodology Workflow 
There are four major elements to this investigation of the spatial components of 

the VRP, as shown in Figure 7. The first element consists of simulating different point 

patterns with spatial point processes, including the Poisson, Matern Clustering, and 

Simple Inhibition processes. The Poisson process is used to generate random point 

patterns, the Matern cluster process is used to generate more extreme clustered point 

patterns, and the Simple Inhibition process is used to generate more dispersed point 

patterns.  
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Figure 7 Concept map. 
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The second element of the research involves using the simulated point patterns as 

the demand locations for the VRPs. Once the point patterns are simulated, there are two 

general approaches to solve the VRP: exact methods and heuristic methods. Two open 

source solvers are employed in the Euclidean space versions of the VRP instances: the 

Symphony exact solver and the VRPH heuristic solver. The solvers used for the problem 

instances treated in network space is the ArcGIS Network Analyst heuristic solver and 

the Symphony exact solver. In Euclidean space, branch and cut linear programming 

methods offered by the VRP solver, Symphony, were used to produce exact solutions to 

the VRP. Due to the combinatorial complexity of the VRP, not all datasets could be 

solved using the exact methods provided by the Symphony Solver (Ralphs & Güzelsoy, 

2005). Therefore, the dependent variable of the model, the VRP distance, can also be 

calculated using a simulated annealing meta-heuristic method embedded in the VRPH 

solver (Groër, Golden, & Wasil, 2010). In Euclidean space, the simulated point patterns 

and scenario parameters were formatted in a .vrp file according to the standards of 

Reinelt (1991). As shown in Figure 8, a .vrp file has the following categories: name, 

comment, type, dimension, edge weight type, edge weight format, edge weight, capacity, 

node coordinate, node demand, and depot location. While in a network space, the ArcGIS 

Network Analyst provides an efficient heuristic solver, and the performance of this 

proprietary solver was consistent with other heuristic solvers that were available (Curtin, 

Voicu, Rice, & Stefanidis, 2014). The datasets in a network space are in the ArcGIS 

Feature Class formats, which are used to create network datasets for analysis. The 

Symphony exact solver can also be used to solve network VRPs optimally, provided that 
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the point patterns’ origin and destination matrices are used in edge weight part in the .vrp 

file (see the right side of Figure 8).  

 

        

Figure 8 TSPLIB VRP file format (Reinelt, 1991). 

 

The third step in the research process is to calculate the spatial indices and the 

spatial distance measurements of the point patterns. The ANNI was the primary index 

used to categorize point patterns, as supported in the VRP approximation literature 

explained in section 2.1. These distance measurements are listed in Table 3. 

The fourth and final element of the research process was to compare the VRP 

distances and to build models to estimate the VRP travelling distances. The models are 

built based on the patterns generated using various simulations. The four main datasets 

are: the VRP benchmark instances, the simulations in a Euclidean space, the Fairfax 
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county bulky waste collection historical data, and the simulations in network space. The 

models were tested using datasets that emphasized three aspects of the research problem: 

distance type, simulation type, and solver type. The main distance types considered were 

Euclidean distance and network shortest path distance. The simulation types are random, 

clustered, and dispersed point processes. Two types of solvers were investigated: exact 

and heuristic. The dependent variable in the models was the VRP distance which is 

calculated by either the exact solver or the heuristic method library. The independent 

variables in the models included various VRP scenarios and spatial statistics distances. 

The VRP scenario parameters used were the number of points, the number of routes, the 

capacity. The spatial statistical parameters were the size of the area, the Euclidean 

distances (if the simulation is in continuous space), and the network distances (if the 

simulation was conducted in network space). 

In the fourth element of the research process, Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) was also performed to find variables that explain similar characteristics that lead 

to poor model performance, especially when estimated VRP distances highly deviate 

from the optimal VRP distances. PCA is a multivariate statistical method that combines 

correlated variables into uncorrelated components, where the number of new variables is 

equal to or less than the original number of points. PCA is usually used for variable 

dimension reduction or grouping variables and it is used because they are many potential 

variables in the VRP estimation model, which are further discussed in section 4.2.2.3. 
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3.2 Dataset 1: VRP Benchmark Instances Estimation (using Solomon’s 

Data)  
Dataset 1 consists of samples drawn from the Solomon’s benchmark instances 

(Solomon, 1987), where there are six types of point patterns. The reason to use 

Solomon’s benchmark instances are: first, Solomon’s VRP benchmark instances are 

popular datasets in Operations Research, where many algorithms and heuristic methods 

are developed and compared based on these datasets; second, these instances consider 

spatial point variations; third, this research is motivated by the work of Figliozzi (2008), 

where he used these instances, as described in section 1.2. The significance of Figliozzi’s 

paper is that it was the first paper to consider different spatial distributions for VRP 

continuous approximations.  

The sampling process used here also follows the work of Figliozzi (2008) and is 

described below. Regarding the six instances, which are shown in Figure 9, Solomon 

stated that two of them were clustered (C1 and C2), two were random (R1 and R2), and 

two were mixtures (RC1 and RC2). This last pair was said to represent a mixture of 

clustered and dispersed points even though the Clark Evans tests of the point patterns for 

this research showed clustering at a statistically significant level of 5%. The vehicles in 

the VRP for C1, R1, and RC1 had the same capacity of 200 units; while the capacity of 

vehicles used in C2, R2, and RC2 were relatively large: 1000, 700, and 1000 units, 

respectively. There were 101 points in each dataset, where the first point was the depot 

according to the (“TSPLIB,” n.d.) VRP format description and the rest of the 100 points 

were demand points. Based on Figliozzi (2008)’s sampling process, as shown in the flow 

chart in Figure 10, the number of samples used were 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 out of 
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the 100 points from Solomon’s dataset, and they were generated randomly from the 

original point set. In addition, 7 demand factors were applied to the original dataset so 

that the demands varied when solving the VRPs. Fifteen iterations were then used to 

mitigate the impact of sampling bias. 
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Figure 9 Solomon benchmark instances. 
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Figure 10 VRP modeling flowchart. 

 

In total, 4,410 VRPs were generated. Figliozzi (2008) used a heuristic method to 

solve all his VRPs. Since it is known that heuristic methods do not always produce 

optimal solutions, an exact solver, the open source package Symphony, was utilized in 
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this research, and 3,090 out of the 4,410 VRP problems were solved exactly using this 

approach. 

3.3 Dataset 2: Euclidean Space Point Pattern Simulation 
In a continuous planar space, the network is a complete graph with the customers 

representing all the network vertices. Network G = {E, V}, where E stands for an edge of 

the network and V stands for a vertex in the network. The customer demand values  and 

locations are assumed to be independent of each other. In the simulation, the study area 

was 100 ∗ 100 units. A travel distance unit is the same as the simulation space unit. The 

capacity of a vehicle was simulated for the values between 5 and 50 capacity units using 

5-step intervals.  

The Solomon’s benchmark instances are limited to the six types, as described 

previously, and samples drawn from the six point patterns are constrained to the 

population distribution. Given this limitation, there is a need to generate different spatial 

point patterns other than the six Solomon point patterns. To generate them, there are 

different methods with varied effectiveness, such as the Poisson, Matern Clustering, and 

Simple Inhibition processes. 

 The Poisson point process is used to generate random point patterns and its 

effectiveness for generating clustered and dispersed point patterns was analyzed. An 

extremely large number of simulations (100,000) were generated using the Poisson 

process, as shown in Figure 11, to test the range for ANNI produced from this method. 

The ANNI values shown in Figure 11 were produced using the Spatstat spatial statistics 

simulation package (Baddeley & Turner, 2005).  For a mean value � set to 0.01 per unit 
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area with a window of 100*100 units for the Poisson point process, the nearest neighbor 

index varied only between 0.8 and 1.25. These extreme values of the observed ANNI did 

not demonstrate extreme clustering or extreme dispersion since they are not close enough 

to the respective theoretical values of 0 and 2.1491 needed. This is due to the extremely 

low probability of either all 100 points being randomly located at exactly the same 

location (ANNI = 0) or all 100 points being located in the exact position of maximal 

dispersion (ANNI = 2.1491). One can argue that even more simulations can be generated 

using the random method to obtain the clustered and dispersed values, but doing so still 

would not be an efficient approach and would not produce enough amount of clustered or 

dispersed point patterns. The Matern Cluster and Simple Inhibition processes were, 

therefore, directly used since the randomly generated point patterns generated using the 

Poisson point process have a limited range for the average nearest neighbor index 

(ANNI).  
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Figure 11 Poisson point patterns ANNI. 

 

3.3.1 Random Processes  
The Poisson point process is used to generate random point patterns. The ANNI 

mainly ranged between 0.8 and 1.25 only although there are some certain extreme ANNI 

values when points are generated randomly, as described in Figure 11. Simulations were 

run based on a Poisson point process with an intensity �, where point patterns with 100 

points were generated in a 100*100 window with 100 iterations. This number of 

iterations is a well-accepted minimum number of observations with which to build 

regression models (VanVoorhis & Morgan, 2007).  
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3.3.2 Clustering Processes 
The Matern cluster process is a doubly stochastic cluster process as described in 

section 2.2.1. The Matern clustered patterns are generated in a 100 * 100 study area based 

on three varying criteria. First, the number of parents and children were simulated with 

three different categories (10 parents with 10 children, 20 parents with 5 children, and 5 

parents with 20 children). In these categories, the expected total number of points, 100 

points, in the simulations follows a Poisson distribution with an intensity of 0.01. This 

follows the settings in the Solomon C1 data where there are 10 clusters and 100 points in 

total. Second, the radius was allowed to vary between 5 and 35 Euclidean distance units 

with a 5-unit interval; the upper limit of the radius is set to 35 because beyond 35 the 

children points are not close enough to their parent, and, thus, the majority of the point 

patterns are no longer clustered. Third, each point pattern was assigned a capacity 

constraint from 5 to 50 capacity units with a 5-unit interval to test how the capacity 

constraint influences the VRP solution. For each tuple of parent-child, radius, and 

capacity, the simulation was run 100 times just as the random process was run.  

3.3.3 Dispersed Process 
A Simple Inhibition process, as described in section 2.2.1, was used to generate 

the dispersed datasets. The dispersed patterns are generated based on four steps. The first 

step is to define the simulation area as a 100*100 unit window. The next step is to 

simulate the inhibition radius from 0.5 to 10 with a 0.5-unit interval with a maximum 

number of 100 points allowed. The upper limit of the radius is set to 10, because beyond 

a repelling radius of 10, the point pattern will not be able to generate 100 points. Then, 

steps 2 and step 3 were iterated 100 times. Finally, each point pattern was assigned with a 
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capacity constraint from 5 to 50 with a 5 capacity unit interval to test how the capacity 

constraint impacts the VRP solution.  

3.4  Dataset 3: the Fairfax County Bulky Waste Dataset 
As shown in Figure 12, there were 2948 distinct addresses for special waste pick 

up in Fairfax on Mondays during 2009. The data sets are from the Fairfax County GIS 

department (Jared Dunbar, personal communication, 2011).  In many cases, multiple 

requests were made from the same address over the course of the year. As shown in 

Figure 13 and Figure 14, the distribution of requests for waste pick up is: 1 request 

(61.1% or 1802 addresses), 2 requests (23.1% or 681 addresses), 3 requests (9.4% or 276 

addresses), 4 requests (4.1% or 121 addresses), 5 requests (1.7% or 49 addresses), 6 

requests (0.4% or 11 addresses), 7 requests (0.2% or 6 addresses), 8 requests (0.03% or 1 

addresses), and 9 requests (0.03% or 1 address). The number of customers per date 

during 2009 (Mondays only) is shown in Figure 15, and the number of customers on a 

given day ranges from 12 to 147. The number of collection requests peaked in early June, 

and the week after Christmas had the fewest number of customer requests. Figure 16 

shows a sample customer point pattern in the Fairfax County Monday service network. 
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Figure 12  Fairfax County Monday bulky waste customers’ population (data source: Fairfax County GIS 

department). 
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Figure 13  Fairfax County Monday customers population address pickup frequency. 
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Figure 14  Fairfax County Monday customers population address pickup frequency histogram. 
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Figure 15  Fairfax County Monday network number of collections per date. 

 

 
Figure 16  The point pattern and the boundary of the Fairfax County VRP Monday service. 
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In the flowchart shown in Figure 17, the sequential processes are outlined. Fairfax 

dataset (1) was generated by selecting all the records corresponding to a pick up date of 

Monday from the 2009 historical collections records. Based on Fairfax dataset (1), all the 

distinct household addresses were collected as the population point pattern (there were 

households addresses that requested multiple services in 2009). Fairfax dataset (2) were 

samples of data from the population of serviced addresses (Fairfax dataset (1)). In the 

simulation process, each VRP problem instance is considered. If an instance has n 

customers, then point patterns with n customers were sampled from Monday customer 

addresses populations for 100 iterations. The network nearest neighbor index was 

calculated by dividing the observed network nearest neighbor distance by the expected 

network nearest neighbor distance. The observed average network nearest neighbor 

distance was calculated by generating the Origin Destination matrix for each VRP 

problem, and it is the average of all points’ nearest neighbor distances. There is no 

boundary issue because the sample points were constrained to the population distribution 

within the study area and the sample points are subject to the same systematical 

simulation environment. The expected average network distances were calculated using 

Monte Carlo simulation (Okabe & Sugihara, 2012). Monte Carlo simulation is a 

nonparametric method, which can be used to estimate the expected point pattern index 

ranges (O’Sullivan & Unwin, 2003). The average of those samples’ ANND is calculated, 

and it is then considered to be the expected ANND.     
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Figure 17  Fairfax County VRP flow chart. 

 

The output of the VRP solver included the total travelled distance, which was the 

dependent variable in the VRP approximation model, and the number of visits back to the 

depot performed for all customers, which was denoted by the variable (m). Then, the size 

of the area (A) and the average distances from customers to the depot (�̅) were calculated 

for each point pattern. As described previously, the √��  and  �̅� are two independent 

variables used to estimate the VRP distances. The network nearest neighbor distances and 
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continuous space nearest neighbor distances were both calculated for comparison 

purposes. The comparisons were made to see which distance type is a better predictor to 

estimate the VRP distances. 

3.5 Multiple Regression  
As shown in Table 5, there are several independent variables used to estimate the 

distance traveled among customers: √��, √��, or any one of the point pattern distances 

from Table 3 multiplied by n. Based on the VRP continuous approximation literature 

review in section 2.1, it was mathematically proven by Eilon (1971) and Daganzo (1984) 

that  �Uc
w  = E�/�  best “represents a distance close to the average separation between 

neighboring points”, where A is the size of the study area. Therefore, if there are � points, 

then the estimated distance travelled among customers is related to √��. One alternative 

is to use the size of the bounding box of customers, R, as a substitute for A. The rationale 

of this substitution is: within the same study area A, if a given set of points is 

concentrated in a smaller region than another set of points, which means the customers 

have a smaller bounding box, then there is a higher chance that the points in the first set 

represent clustering. Another alternative is to use one distance type as shown in Table 3, 

which lists effective spatial point pattern distance methods that quantify the spatial point 

distribution for various spatial patterns. 

In the multiple regression model, the dependent variable, D, which is defined in 

Equation 25, is the total distance generated by solving the VRP using either the exact or 

heuristic solver. Equation 25 is the Daganzo’s model as discussed in section 2.1.2. In that 

equation, Model 1 uses two variables: the bounding box of the service area, A, and 
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number of points, n. Equation 26 shows Model 2, and uses the bounding box of the 

sample, R, and the number of points, n. Finally, Equation 27 shows Model 3, which uses 

the average nearest neighbor distance (ANND) and number of points, n. Model 3’s 

distance ANND can be substituted by any of the other distances in Table 3. This way, it 

can be investigated which types of distance are the best estimate variables for each type 

of point simulation processes. The three models were built and compared on different 

spatial point data sets. The total customers-to-depot-distance is calculated by multiplying 

the number of routes by the average distance to the depot.  

 

Table 5 Solomon terms.  

 Notation Definition  

ANNI Customers only Average Nearest Neighbor 

Index, with bounding box population as service 

area  

ANND Average Nearest Neighbor distance 

√�� The traveling distance among customers with 

population area size 

 

√�� The traveling distance among customers with 

sample point pattern area size 

 

ANND *n 

 

The traveling distance among customers with  

Average Nearest Neighbor Distance 

 �̅� The traveling distance of customers to deport of 

multiple routes 
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Equation 25 Model 1  � =   $%√�� + $&�̅�                                                                                          (25) 

Equation 26 Model 2 � =   $%√�� + $&�̅�                                                                                         (26) 

Equation 27 Model 3 � =   $%���� ∗ � + $&�̅�                                                                                (27) 

Seven basic assumptions of the linear regression model are: (1) the independent 

variables and the dependent variable have linear associations, (2) the residuals exhibit 

normality, (3) the residuals have equal variances, (4) independent variables have no 

multicollinearity, (5) each value of the independent and dependent variables lacks 

measurement errors, (6) the residuals or error terms have a mean of zero, and (7) the 

residuals are independent from each other. Unsolved heteroscedasticity in a linear 

regression model will lead to inaccurate estimations of coefficients and statistical 

inferences (Poole & O’Farrell, 1971; Chatterjee & Hadi, 2013). In this research, two 

measures were used to compare the performance of various models: MAPE, which uses a 

calculation of the deviation between the predicted values and the actual values, and R 

square, which is the portion (or percentage) of the total variance of the dependent 

variable that is explained by the regression model. The coefficient significance levels and 

the diagnostic plots were also used to compare the performance of the models. These are 

further discussed in section 4.1.  

3.6 Technical Tools 
The technical tools that were used in this study are listed in Figure 18. The 

Poisson point process, Poisson cluster point process, and Simple Inhibition process were 

simulated with the R spatial statistics package “spatstat”. The simulated point patterns 
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and VRP scenarios were stored in a MySQL database. Simulated point patterns were 

formatted according to TSPLIB standards. The VRP distances were solved with an open-

source solver for mixed-integer linear programs called “Symphony” and an open source 

library of VRP heuristics “VRPH”. HTCondor was explored to simulate high throughout 

computing, where many computers work for a long duration while solving computational 

intensive problems, for simulation and linear programming solver processes (Thain, 

Tannenbaum, & Livny, 2005). Solving this problem is highly computationally intensive 

because the VRP is a combinatorial complex problem and there are multiple point 

processes that are simulated. HTCondor (D. Attaway, personal communication, 2013) 

helps with parallel computing, where multiple computers can be used together to 

accelerate the computing time. Up to 18 computers were used simultaneously for 

distributed computing used in this study.  Models and plots to approximate VRP costs 

associated with point pattern spatial statistics and indices were built with a suite of R 

packages (Team, 2005; Carr 2013): MASS (Venables & Ripley, 2002), Car (Fox & 

Weisberg, 2011), and Lattice (Sarkar, 2008). The MASS package provides regression 

analysis functions, the Car package provides regression diagnostic functions, and the 

Lattice package provides multivariate visualization functions. The Fairfax County bulky 

waste historical collection data was analyzed with ArcGIS Network Analyst tools and 

ArcPy functions in Python. The commercial software SPSS (“IBM SPSS software,” 

2014) was used for some of the descriptive statistics in this study because it has well-

formatted outputs.  Other tools, shown in Figure 18, were used for version control and 

reporting purposes. 



 

 

6
1 

 

 
Figure 18 Tools and software.  
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4 RESULTS 

This chapter presents the results of employing the data and methods described in 

Chapter 3, and analyzes 1) how the solution distance for the VRP changes as the spatial 

distribution of point patterns (customers) change, and 2) the quality of VRP estimations, 

and 3) how estimations of the VRP distance can be improved based on a knowledge of 

the nature of the spatial point pattern.  

4.1 Solomon’s Models 
Table 6 shows the regression summaries for all six of Solomon’s datasets using 

the model VRP = $%√An + $� r̅m  with no intercept, following previous research (Chien, 

1992; Kwon et al., 1995; Figliozzi, 2009). Regressions were used to estimate the 

relationships between the dependent variable, the VRP distances, and independent 

variables, the local tour √An  and the line-haul tour r̅m, as described in Figure 3. 

Specifically, the regression model explains how one unit change in the local tour and 

line-haul distance (independent variables that are measured by statistics that characterize 

the spatial distribution of customers) results in a change in the VRP distance (dependent 

variable). All six regression models were significant at the 0.05 probability level 

according to their F statistics. As described in the literature review section 2.1.1, the local 

tour coefficient $% is  0.57 and the line-haul coefficient $� is 2, when the points were 

randomly distributed in a Euclidean space as calculated by Daganzo (1984). Here using 
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Solomon’s benchmark instances, the local tour coefficient $% varies from 0.57, and the 

line-haul coefficient $�  is relatively stable and close to 2. The local tour coefficient $% is 

small for clustered point patterns (Type C), large for dispersed point patterns (Type R), 

and in-between these extremes for mixed point patterns (Type RC) (Figliozzi, 2008). This 

is an indication that the local tour coefficient can be estimated by spatial point indices 

such as the ANNI. Since clustered point patterns have small ANNI, and dispersed point 

patterns have large ANNI values, if we substitute $% by ANNI, then according to 

Equation 22, Equation 23, Equation 24, and Equation 28, the nearest neighbor distance is 

an alternative measurement for local tour distances. The coefficient of determination R2 

is a percentage of the dependent variable variation that is explained by the regression 

model. For all six models, the R2 values are approaching the perfect score 1, while the 

diagnostic plots of residual versus fitted values shows significant heteroscedasticity. This 

provides two further analysis directions to improve the model estimation: (1) an 

exploration of the relationship between $% and ANNI to make appropriate modifications 

to $% , and (2) the effects of substituting √An  with different point pattern distances.  

 

Equation 28 Average nearest neighbor distance variable derivation   

$%√An = ���� ∗ √An =   
2 4 o

5

6�
∗ √An  

= 2 4 o
5

6�
 

(28) 

√��  
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Table 6 Solomon model 1 results. 

 

 

4.2 Determining the Quality of VRP Estimations and the Improvement 

of Estimation Models Based on Point Pattern Characteristics 
As described in Section 3.3, a total of 42,000 VRP scenarios were simulated in 

Euclidean space, among them 1,000 (100 iterations * 10 types of capacity) were 

simulated with a Poisson point process, 21,000 (3 parent children pairs * 7 types of radius 

* 100 iterations * 10 types of capacity) were simulated with a Matern Cluster process, 

20,000 (20 types of radius * 100 iterations * 10 types of capacity) were simulated with a 

Simple Inhibition Process. After the 42,000 scenarios were simulated in Euclidean space, 

28,263 out of them (67.3%) were solved optimally with the Symphony open source VRP 

solver. The heuristic solutions deviate from the optimal VRP distances by 0.5% on 

average with a range of -9% to 9%. Therefore, the calculations in the following sections 

4.2 and 4.3 only use the optimally solved scenarios, because the estimation performance 

should be evaluated based on the optimal values rather than the sub-optimal values from 

heuristic methods.   

VRP Type kl kb fstat

kl std 

error

kl p 

value

kb std 

error

kb p 

value

f p 

value

observation 

num

adjusted R 

squared R squared

C101 0.447 1.917 116660.9 0.01 0 0.01 0 0 463 0.998 1

C201 0.525 1.828 110736.6 0 0 0.01 0 0 469 0.998 1

R101 0.594 1.882 67487.51 0.01 0 0.02 0 0 366 0.997 1

R201 0.715 1.6 48626.03 0.01 0 0.02 0 0 416 0.996 1

RC101 0.482 2.02 47636.42 0.01 0 0.02 0 0 346 0.996 1

RC201 0.579 1.863 41346.23 0.01 0 0.02 0 0 400 0.995 1

coefficients Summary
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4.2.1 Euclidean Space Simulation Data ANNI Characteristics 

4.2.1.1 Random Process ANNI 
This section shows and compares the descriptive statistics for all Poisson patterns 

that were generated from their random simulations. Out of the 1000 simulations, 662 

(66.2 %) were solved optimally and were observed to have relatively large vehicle 

capacities and a small number of routes. These optimally solved patterns were then used 

in the models as a way of comparison for determining the accuracy of the estimated VRP 

distances. The ones that were not solved optimally were observed to have small vehicle 

capacities and a large number of routes and, as a result, large amounts of computational 

time and memory are required. As shown in Table 7, the minimum ANNI produced was 

0.81, while the maximum ANNI produced was 1.17.   

 

Table 7 Poisson simulation ANNI range by intensity and type.  

min(ANNI) max(ANNI) avg(ANNI) average(n) Count 

0.81 1.17 1.00 100.27 1000 

 

4.2.1.2 Clustered Process ANNI 
Table 8 shows the average nearest neighbor index (ANNI) range for all Matern 

clustered point patterns simulated in section 3.3.2. The table shows the minimum, 

maximum, and average ANNI and the number of points (n) associated with different 

simulated radii. Because the Matern Cluster process is a doubly stochastic cluster 

process, where both the number of the parent points and the number of child points 

follow the Poisson distribution, the total number of points generated fluctuates from the 
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expected number of points n. The column, “average (n)”, is the average of the total 

number of points generated in each simulation. The column, “radius”, as described in 

section 3.3.2, is the constraint distance within which the child points fall with respect to 

their parent point. As the radius increases, the child points are more likely to fall far from 

their parent point, and, thus, the simulated point pattern is less likely to be clustered. In 

this case, the column, “significant number”, denotes how many patterns are significantly 

clustered out of the 100 simulation iterations, as described in section 3.3.2. The 

significant numbers were calculated by the Clark Evans test using a 5% significance level. 

As the radii are increased, the number of significantly clustered patterns decreases. As 

shown in Table 8, the smaller the radius, the more likely it is that it will produce a smaller 

(extreme) ANNI.  

 

Table 8 ANNI range, Matern cluster simulation.  

min(ANNI) max(ANNI) avg(ANNI) average(n) radius 

significant    

number       

0.01 0.67 0.32 100.30 5 3000 

0.03 0.95 0.56 98.99 10 2995 

0.15 1.08 0.72 99.68 15 2570 

0.03 1.13 0.83 100.49 20 1919 

0.19 1.14 0.89 99.88 25 1247 

0.15 1.21 0.93 99.06 30 847 

0.45 1.19 0.95 99.31 35 518 
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4.2.1.3 Dispersed Process ANNI 
Table 9 displays the same categories of information as Table 8, as described in 

section 4.2.1.2, but it is calculated for the Simple Inhibition dispersed point patterns, as 

described in section 3.3.3. The number of patterns that are significantly dispersed 

increases as the repelling radius (which is the simulation radius in section 3.3.3) increases.  

As shown in this table, the larger the radius, the more likely it is that it will produce a 

greater, and more extreme, ANNI. However when the radius goes beyond 8 units, the 

point patterns are unlikely to reach the expected total number of 100 points. The ANNI 

values for the point patterns generated by the Simple Inhibition process were much closer 

to the maximum ANNI value of 2.149, which denotes the most theoretically dispersed 

point pattern, as compared to the Poisson process simulated point patterns (Figure 11).  

 

Table 9 ANNI range, Simple Inhibition simulation. 

min(ANNI) max(ANNI) avg(ANNI) average(n) 

repelling 

radius 

significant    

number       

0.85 1.16 1.01 100 0.5 54 

0.87 1.18 1.02 100 1 53 

0.86 1.21 1.04 100 1.5 102 

0.90 1.24 1.07 100 2 231 

0.98 1.25 1.11 100 2.5 481 

0.97 1.29 1.15 100 3 812 

1.07 1.32 1.19 100 3.5 973 

1.11 1.37 1.24 100 4 1000 

1.19 1.41 1.29 100 4.5 1000 

1.24 1.44 1.34 100 5 1000 

1.30 1.49 1.40 100 5.5 1000 

1.36 1.53 1.46 100 6 1000 

1.44 1.59 1.52 
100 6.5 

1000 

1.49 1.65 1.58 100 7 1000 
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min(ANNI) max(ANNI) avg(ANNI) average(n) 

repelling 

radius 

significant    

number       

1.58 1.70 1.64 99.99 7.5 1000 

1.62 1.74 1.68 95.93 8 1000 

1.63 1.76 1.69 86.80 8.5 1000 

1.59 1.77 1.69 78.69 9 1000 

1.61 1.77 1.70 71.80 9.5 1000 

1.63 1.78 1.71 65.74 10 1000 

 

4.2.2 Theoretical Observed VRP Deviation  

4.2.2.1 Observed Optimal VRP  
This section analyzes how the optimal VRP distances vary depending on different 

spatial point patterns. As shown in Figure 19, generally the optimal VRP distances 

increase as the ANNI increases. The pink (circle shape), yellow (triangle shape), and blue 

(cross shape) in Figure 19 are VRP scenarios generated by the Matern Cluster process, 

Poisson point process, and Simple Inhibition Process respectively. The gap in the figure 

is due to the fact that during the Simple Inhibition point simulation process, when then 

radius is large, the simulation process failed to generate the expected number of points. 

The large optimal VRP distances in point patterns generated through the Matern Cluster 

process have a large number of routes, which means they have a large ratio of the number 

of points (n) to the capacity of the vehicles (C).  
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Figure 19  Observed optimal VRP distance with ANNI. 

 

4.2.2.2 Theoretical Estimation Deviation 
This section employs the theoretical estimation models for approximating VRP 

distances. As specified in the literature review in section 2.1, if a point pattern is random 
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in a Euclidean space, then the expected value of the local tour coefficient $% in Equation 

25 is expected to be 0.57 and the line-haul tour coefficient $& is expected to be 2. If  $% 

and $& are populated with the mathematically derived values of 0.57 and 2 respectively, 

then Equation 25 can be used to estimate the VRP distances. As shown in Figure 20, each 

instance of the VRP problems can be graphed based on their point pattern characteristics 

and the quality of the estimate from the theoretical model. The x axis is the average 

nearest neighbor index, which is a point pattern characteristic, while the y axis, as shown 

in Equation 29, the percentage of the deviation of the estimated VRP distances over the 

optimal VRP distances. Equation 29 is adjusted from the criteria MAPE, as described in 

2.1.1, which involves the calculation of the deviation of predicted values from the actual 

value. For example, 15 on the y axis, in Figure 20, means that the difference between the 

estimated VRP distance and the optimal distance is 15% of the optimal VRP distance. 

The pink (circle shape), yellow (triangle shape), and blue (cross shape) dots in Figure 20 

are VRP scenarios generated by the Matern Cluster process, Poisson point process, and 

Simple Inhibition Process, respectively. The figure also shows that the theoretically 

derived coefficients work well with random and dispersed data sets and the percentage of 

deviation from the optimal is relatively low and constant. However, the performances for 

the clustered point patterns are poor, and, generally, the estimates are more likely to be 

above optimal (rather than below optimal), as compared to random and dispersed point 

patterns. These results demonstrate that it is particularly important to explore alternatives 

or adjusted methods for estimating the VRP distances when the point patterns exhibit 

spatial clustering.  
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  Equation 29 Deviation percentage of estimated VRP over Optimal VRP 

   

oI���J��� =  ����&��� − ��)�&�% ��)�&�%   

(29) 

 

 

Figure 20  Theoretical derived VRP distances’ deviation to the optimal VRP distances.  
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4.2.2.3 Exploration of High Deviation in the Matern Cluster Point Patterns 
Since it is clear that clustering leads to poor estimations with the theoretical 

model, this section explores what may be the cause of high deviation from the optimal 

distances for the Matern Cluster process generated point patterns. Figure 21 shows the 

various correlations between each of the variables of the deviations between the optimal 

distances and estimates, the various point pattern characteristics, and VRP scenarios. In 

the correlation matrix, the color varies based on the strength of the Pearson correlation 

coefficient; the lighter pink stands for stronger negative correlations, and the turquoise 

color represents stronger, positive relationships. The narrower the shape of the oval in the 

figure, the more statistically significant the relationship is. The deviations from the 

optimal distances are correlated most strongly with ANNI and the bounding box of the 

study area A. The different distance types ANND, ANND2, APWD, MND, and AMND 

exhibit relatively high negative correlations. That is, the shorter the average distances 

between points, the higher the deviation from the optimal. This confirms that the more 

clustered the point patterns, the greater error in the estimation. The fact that these 

distances all show a similar relationship to the deviations between the estimated and 

optimal distances suggests that they would cause problems with multicollinearity in 

regression models if they were all to be included. Generally speaking, the smaller the 

bounding box, the smaller the ANNI, and the shorter the distances, the more the estimated 

values deviate from the optimal values.  
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 Figure 21   VRP theoretical derivation correlation with point pattern and VRP variables. 

 

As discussed in the methodology section 3.1, to further explore all the variables in 

Figure 21 and to explain VRP distance deviation, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

was performed, as shown in Table 10 and Table 11, to find variables that explain similar 
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characteristics of estimated VRP distance deviation from the optimal. PCA is used for 

variable dimension reduction and grouping the 15 variables in Figure 21. The four 

components are: (PCA1) A, Rsqrt, APWD, MND, AMND, (PCA2) ANNI, ANND, 

ANND2, (PCA3) DOPT, MOPT, rmOPTDepD, and (PCA4) n, rbar, rmOPTDepD, 

AnsqrtCusD. PCA1, PCA2, PCA3 and PCA4 explain 43.16%, 20.65%, 14.82% and 9.40% 

of the total variance respectively as shown in Table 10; the first principal component 

accounts for the highest portion of the total variance, while the other three components 

account for much less variance compared with the first one. Given the similarities among 

the variables within each component, one can generalize these components into: 1) the 

area, 2) the level of clustering, 3) the number of routes, and 4) the number of demand 

points.  

 

Table 10 VRP deviation principal component analysis total variance explained. 
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Table 11 VRP deviation principal component analysis rotated component matrix. 

 

            Table 12 shows the results of a stepwise regression with the VRP distance 

deviation from the optimal as the dependent variable and the four factor scores as 

independent variables, as described in Equation 30. The four factor scores are 

standardized. Standardized coefficients (beta) in multiple regression models are used to 

find which independent variables have more influence on the dependent variable (Davis, 

2011). According to Table 12, in the final model (model 4), PCA2 has the highest 

absolute beta value, thus the average nearest neighbor distance related variables have the 

Rotated Component Matrixa 

 
Component 

1 2 3 4 

DOPT .345 .308 .783 .369 

mOPT -.037 -.047 .944 .081 

n .269 -.170 .118 .893 

A .864 .304 .075 .236 

rbar .300 -.171 .260 -.469 

ANNI .362 .865 .028 .227 

AnsqrtCusD .308 -.160 .126 .892 

rmOPTDepD .105 -.117 .953 -.151 

Rsqrt .882 .261 .069 .227 

ANND .251 .938 -.033 -.193 

ANND2 .255 .928 -.038 -.223 

APWD .868 .130 .118 -.008 

MND .873 .285 .059 .158 

AMND .938 .158 .078 .007 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  Rotation 

Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations.  
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heaviest weight on the VRP distance deviation. PCA3 has the smallest absolute beta 

value, which means it has the least influence on the dependent variable.  

 
Equation 30 Regression of deviation from four PCAs �I���J��� ~ +��1 + +��2 + +��3 + +��4   

(30) 
 



 

 

7
7 

Table 12 Stepwise regression of deviation with the four principal components. 
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4.2.3 Mathematical Local Tour Coefficient  
Section 4.2.3 aims to solve the issue of the theoretical coefficients performing 

poorly and the estimates of the VRP distances showing large deviations between their 

optimal VRP distances, which are demonstrated when the point patterns exhibit spatial 

clustering, as described in section 4.2.1. Equation 31 is a transformed version of the 

theoretical model, as described in Equation 25. By moving D, �̅, �, A, and n, the local 

tour coefficient variable, $%,  is isolated and can be mathematically derived from Equation 

31. This extracted form of the coefficient is now denoted as $%U&���. Figure 22 is a 

scatter plot matrix of ANNI with $%U&��� of all the optimally solved VRP distances, 

where  $%U&��� increases as ANNI increases. This plot also verifies that the theoretical 

derived local tour coefficient for random point patterns is 0.57 in a Euclidean space, as 

discussed in the Chapter 2 literature review.  

 

Equation 31 Mathematical local tour coefficient   $%U&��� = (��)�&�% − 2�̅�)/√��                                                            (31)                              
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Figure 22  Mathematical local tour coefficient.  

 

In order to find an ideal local tour coefficient, $%, when the point patterns are not 

random, the median  $% is extracted from each of the ANNI bins from 0 to 2.2 with a 0.1 

interval. To calculate $% , cross validation is used since it evaluates a model’s 

performance. Two thirds of the optimally solved VRP distances are randomly selected as 

the training data set, and the remaining one third is the testing data set. The training data 
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set is used to calculate $% , and the testing data is used to assess the performance of  $%  

produced by the training data set. The reason for choosing the median value over the 

mean value in each bin is that there are many outliers in the plot, as shown in Figure 22.  

Table 13 shows the median  $% of the training data set and its complementary spatial 

information ANNI. The median  $% is denoted as  $%U&���5U�5, where   $%U&���5U�5 = 

median of  $%U&��� for each of the $% bins, which have a width of 0.1 starting from 0 and 

ending at 2.1.  After calculating the local tour coefficient, $%U&���5U�5, and the line-

haul tour coefficient, $&, which has a theoretical value of 2 (as discussed in Chapter 2 

literature review), the VRP distances can be estimated using Equation 32.   

Although the model demonstrated by Equation 33, which shows the observations 

as divided into bins in a process similar to the mathematical derivation binning procedure 

above, can be used to calculate  $%, the approach using Equation 32 for calculating, $%, 

explained in the previous paragraph improves the model performance of both the training 

and testing data sets, as shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24. The reason why the approach 

using Equation 32 is used for this research rather than the approach using the regression 

model is that the deviation percentages are lower for the approach in Equation 32 

compared to the values in Figure 20 and exhibit less vertical variation. While regression 

allows the local tour coefficients to be estimated, the coefficients fluctuate dramatically 

as a result of the skewed distribution and outliers shown in Figure 19. Thus, the 

regression method estimation option is not a good choice to adjust $% and the method that 

uses Equation 32 is the better choice. 

Equation 32 Median mathematical local tour coefficient  � =   $%U&���5U�5√�� + $&�̅�                                                            (32)                                                                                                          
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Equation 33 Regression on local tour coefficient kl only  � − 2�̅� =   $%√��                                                                                   (33) 

 

Table 13 Median mathematical local tour coefficient Kl based on ANNI bins (Training). 

ANNI(low) ANNI(high) Median Kl 

0 0.1 0.056 

0.1 0.2 0.139 

0.2 0.3 0.215 

0.3 0.4 0.269 

0.4 0.5 0.330 

0.5 0.6 0.354 

0.6 0.7 0.396 

0.7 0.8 0.435 

0.8 0.9 0.485 

0.9 1 0.526 

1 1.1 0.579 

1.1 1.2 0.624 

1.2 1.3 0.653 

1.3 1.4 0.674 

1.4 1.5 0.707 

1.5 1.6 0.732 

1.6 1.7 0.769 

1.7 1.8 0.784 

1.8 1.9 NA 

1.9 2 NA 

2 2.1 NA 

2.1 2.2 NA 
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Figure 23  Training data: median of mathematical local tour coefficient by bins (start = 0, end = 2.1, step = 0.1) 
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Figure 24  Testing data: median of mathematical local tour coefficient by bins (start = 0, end = 2.1, step = 0.1) 

 

4.2.4 VRP Deviation with Different Point Pattern Distances 
One way to improve the performance of VRP distance estimations when point 

patterns exhibit spatial clustering is to change the distance measurements in the local tour 

estimation part in Equation 25. The variable, √��, in Equation 25 is substituted  by each 

of the variables in Table 14 and then plotted as shown in Figure 25 based on ANNI bins. 
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The regression model for each substitution was run based on the ANNI bins ranging from 

0 to 2.149 with a 0.1 interval as before. Figure 25 shows that, compared to other point 

pattern distances, AnsqrtCusD performs well in terms of deviation from the optimal VRP 

distances, and, thus, it is not necessary to substitute the local tour variable, √��, in the 

model in Equation 25. There are no data sets between ANNI 1.2 to 1.7 due to the Simple 

Inhibition simulation process as described in section 4.2.2.1. 

 

Table 14 Distance measurements. 

NO Variable Explanation and Calculation 

 

1 

 

APWD 

 (average distance measure) 

Average distance between every pair of 

customers 

2 MND 

(maximum distance measure) 

The maximum distance between each 

pair of customers 

3 

 

AMND 

(average maximum distance measure) 

Average of the maximum distance 

between each pair of customers 

4 DCFM 

(distance to a central facility measure) 

Average distance from the customers to 

the mean center of customer point 

pattern 

6 ANND Average nearest neighbor distance 

7 

 

ANND2 Average of the first and second nearest 

neighbor distances 

8 Ansqrt  sqrt(A*n) 

9 Rnsqrt  sqrt(R*n)   

10 ANNDCusD  ANND*n 

11 ANND2CusD  ANND2*n 

12 APWDCusD   APWD*n 

13 MNDCusD      MND*n   

14 AMNDCusD  AMND *n 
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Figure 25  Regression VRP distances estimates’ deviation to the optimal VRP distances (Based on ANNI bins) 
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4.3 Fairfax County Models 

4.3.1 Fairfax County Historical Data 
As described in section 3.4, there were 520 VRP historical collections (52 

Mondays * 10 types of capacity) in the Fairfax Monday network space during the year 

2009. 428 VRPs out of 520 VRPs (82.3%) were solved optimally with the open source 

Symphony VRP solver. The heuristic solutions deviate from the optimal VRP distances 

by -4% on average with a range of -21% to 10%. As discussed in section 4.2, only the 

optimally solved scenarios are used for estimation. Among those 52 days, there were 44 

distinct numbers of customers, and, therefore, 4400 Origin Destination matrixes (44 

distinct n * 100 iterations) were solved to calculate the expected ANND for each VRP. 

The range of ANNI of the observed Fairfax Monday VRPs was from 0.86 to 1.18, which 

suggests that the process of calls for service is essentially random. 

This section employs the theoretical estimation models for approximating VRP 

distances. In a Euclidean space if a point pattern is random, then the expected value of the 

local tour coefficient $%  in Equation 25 is expected to be 0.57 and the line-haul tour 

coefficient $& is expected to be 2, as specified in the literature review in section 2.1. If 

 $% and $& use the mathematically derived values of 0.57 and 2 respectively, then 

Equation 25 can be used to estimate the VRP distances. As shown in Figure 26, each of 

the problem instances can be graphed based on their point pattern characteristics and the 

quality of the estimation from the theoretical model. The x axis is the average nearest 

neighbor index while the y axis is the percentage of the deviation of the estimated VRP 

distance between the optimal VRP distances. The deviations are all negative, with an 
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absolute maximum of -22.7% and a standard deviation of 4.6, which means the VRP 

distances are underestimated. The performance of the network VRP estimate deviations 

are similar to that in a Euclidean space when the network and Euclidean ANNI are 

around 1, as shown in section 4.2. This shows that the model built in the Euclidean space 

applies to the network space. As shown in Figure 27, the mathematical local tour 

coefficient  $% in the network space was calculated according to Equation 31 and 

following the procedure in section 4.2.3. According to Table 15, the median 

mathematical local tour coefficient on the Fairfax Monday network is around 1.0, but it is 

theoretically 0.57 in Euclidean space.  Following section 4.2.3, the mathematical local 

tour coefficient  $%U&���5U�5 of the Fairfax network was calculated using Equation 32. 

As shown in Figure 28, the deviations from the optimal distances were between -5% to 

5%, which improved the model as compared to the results shown in Figure 26 in terms of 

estimation accuracy and error variance. The t tests show that the estimates with 

 $%U&���5U�5 were not significantly different from the optimal values, while the 

estimates of the theoretical  $% value of 0.57 was significantly different from the optimal 

values of the VRP distances. The means  $%U&���5U�5 improved the model performance, 

where the estimates from  $%U&���5U�5  models showed no statistical difference from 

the optimal values of the VRP distances.  
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Figure 26  Theoretically derived VRP distances’ deviation to network ANNI  
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Figure 27  Network mathematical local tour coefficient  

 

Table 15 Median mathematical local tour coefficient Kl based on ANNI bins. 

ANNI(low) ANNI(high) Median Kl 

<=0.9 0.9 

<0.9 <=1 0.94 

<1 <=1.1 1 

>1.1 1.02 
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Figure 28  Theoretically derived VRP distances’ deviation to ANNI  

 

4.4 Summary 
By incorporating additional information about the nature of the spatial point 

patterns in the analysis of the model, it was shown that the estimations of the VRP 

distances could be improved. Through point pattern simulations with wide variations in 

point pattern properties in Euclidean space, this study was able to quantify the increments 

of change of the VRP distances as the spatial distribution of points become more 

dispersed. The quality of the results, in terms of estimation accuracy, for the VRP 
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estimation model using the theoretically derived local tour coefficient for the clustered 

point patterns were found to be poor, even though it worked well with the random and 

dispersed data sets.  

To help find the best estimation for VRP distances, two research directions were 

analyzed to improve the model that were based on Figliozzi’s study: using 

complementary spatial information to estimate the local tour coefficient k� and 

substituting the local tour variable with various point pattern distance measurements. The 

first research direction was applied in this study by developing a new method where the 

local tour coefficients were calculated using the spatial point pattern index ANNI. The 

model using these new coefficient values provided good estimation accuracy on both the 

training and testing data sets. The results for the second direction, however, were not 

favorable since ANND was a better variable only when the point patterns were extremely 

clustered. Thus, this direction was not further explored and this research focused on the 

first research direction to explore $%.  

In addition, the methods in Euclidean space that used the binning procedure were 

found to apply in the same manner in network space, except that the network ANNI was 

used instead of the ANNI. The bulky waste collection problem in Fairfax County, 

Virginia, was used as a case study and to demonstrate a network space, where network 

spatial point pattern indices were used as the complementary spatial information. The 

results in from this network space showed that the percentages of deviations from the 

optimal VRP distances become much lower and show less variance, which are similar to 

the ones produced in a Euclidean space. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

5.1 Contributions to VRP Estimation Literature 
This interdisciplinary and systematic study contributes to the VRP solution 

estimation literature because it provides more accurate estimates of VRP distances for 

various point patterns that use techniques from both Geography and Operations Research 

and employ both theoretical and practical perspectives. This is done by: (1) 

demonstrating the integration of geographic point process simulations as the demand 

locations for the VRPs in Operations Research, (2) allowing the analysis of more extreme 

ranges of point patterns, (3) developing a new method to enhance the VRP estimation 

model performance using complementary spatial information, and (4) taking into 

consideration network spatial statistics.  

The first contribution of this study is that it is the first, in the area of VRP 

estimation, to apply spatial clustering and dispersive point process methods to simulate 

VRP demand locations. To produce more realistic VRP demand locations, a variety of 

point patterns were generated that follow three pre-defined theoretical point pattern 

processes: Poisson, Matern Cluster, and Simple Inhibition processes. These point pattern 

processes were used because, in reality, point patterns are not only random, but also 

exhibit spatial clustering or dispersion.  

By applying geographic concepts to Operation Research methods, this study 

examines more extreme ranges of spatial distribution and is able to determine their 
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influences on the length of the VRP solutions, especially the ones for clustered and 

dispersed point patterns. The overall increasing trend of VRP distances were quantified 

as their point patterns changed from being more clustered, to random, and then to more 

dispersed by simulating various spatial point patterns for a wider range of ANNI. In other 

words, this model has a wider input domain in terms of the variety of point patterns that 

can be studied. 

The most significant contribution of this study is the development of a new 

binning method that is based on previous studies in Operations Research and Geography, 

which enhances the estimation model’s performance in the VRP approximation approach 

literature for Euclidean space. This new method estimates the local tour coefficient in the 

model by using ANNI as the complementary spatial information for the model, which is 

obtained by calculating the median values of all the local tour coefficients within each of 

the complementary spatial index bins. The use of spatial complementary information was 

found to improve the VRP distance estimation accuracy especially when the point 

patterns exhibit spatial clustering since the percentages of deviation from the optimal 

VRP distances were much lower and showed less vertical variance when the newly 

calculated local tour coefficient was used. When the VRP distance for a new point pattern 

is estimated using the VRP estimation model, the ANNI can easily be calculated in 

polynomial time and does not add significant complexity. The point pattern’s local tour 

coefficient can then be found within the corresponding ANNI bin, and the local tour 

coefficient can then be given a more accurate estimate of the VRP distance.   
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Finally, this study demonstrates that the binning method also applies to a network 

space and, when network spatial statistics are used, results similar to the ones in a 

Euclidean space are found. The network nearest neighbor index is first used in the 

literature as complementary spatial information to adjust the tour coefficient and, thus, 

improves the model estimation accuracy. If a model in Euclidean space is directly applied 

to a network space using the binning method, then less accurate local tour coefficients for 

each bin are generated since the Euclidean ANNI over detects clustering for a lower 

ANNI value, and the shifts from the clustering levels are uncertain for different point 

patterns because they are dependent on the network distribution itself. However, more 

accurate local tour coefficients for each bin are generated when the network ANNI is 

used. Therefore, using network ANNI as complementary spatial information yields the 

most accurate VRP estimations for a network space.  

Although each of the contributions is significant on its own, they build upon one 

another and produce even greater value. The foundational contribution of this study is 

producing geographic simulations that integrate geographic methodologies and 

Operations Research concepts. From there, the model input is able to be expanded to then 

develop a binning method that improves the model, and the results of the binning method 

could then be applied from a Euclidean space to a network space. Using the binning 

method  to obtain more accurate VRP distances better assists decision making in VRP 

planning since multiple perspectives, Geography and Operations Research, are combined 

that allow additional geographic factors to be considered and produce more realistic 

results. The contributions build a systematic and coherent framework for conducting 
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geographic VRP approximations that consider more realistic modeling environments of 

various VRP spatial distributions and both of the Euclidean and network spaces while 

using complementary spatial information. 

5.2 Applications to Transportation and Potential Contributions to 

Geography- and Operations Research- Related Research 

Community  
The findings of this study have multiple applications in transportation planning 

and contributions to areas within Geography and Operations Research. The method 

developed in this study for improving the estimation of VRP distances is useful for 

various transportation planning applications. The methodology developed in this study as 

a whole that relates to complementary spatial information can be expanded and applied in 

many ways to other sub-disciplines of Geography and to applications in Operations 

Research that use complementary spatial information of point patterns. 

The most common way the findings of this study can be practically applied is by 

having better estimations of VRP distances for transportation planning applications. The 

distance travelled in a VRP is a significant determining factor in logistic costs for various 

transportation applications ( Daganzo, 2005) such as refuse collection, network design 

(Lee, 2008;Hall, 2003), facility location (Cui, Ouyang, & Shen, 2010), market 

segmentation (Turkensteen, Sierksma, & Wieringa, 2011), and fleet sizing (Diana, 

Dessouky, & Xia, 2006). Therefore, a more accurately estimated VRP distance can be 

used in these fields to better assist decision making. 

An example of how complementary spatial information can be used in Social 

Geography, a sub-discipline of Geography, is in finding community happiness levels. 
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They can be estimated using spatial distributions as complementary spatial information, 

where the happiness level is not only determined by the social demographic factors, such 

as income, (Hagerty, 2000); age of buildings; and length of blocks (Jacobs, 1961),  but 

also by the clustering or dispersion levels of where the people in a community live in 

relation to social demographic factors. In other words, the happiness levels of different 

communities can be studied to see whether the people living in one community and are 

closer in distance to each other have higher happiness levels or the people living in 

another community and are farther in distance have higher happiness levels while taking 

the other factors into consideration and the change in happiness level can be quantified as 

the spatial distribution changes. 

Another area within Geography that would benefit from the use of 

complementary spatial information is Economic Geography. For example, when looking 

at economic development trends, the change of spatial distribution impacts on economic 

development can be analyzed using the findings of this study. The effect of a district’s 

distributions on its economy can be studied and quantified to see whether a district with 

clustered factories will boost its economy or a district with an even distribution will 

gather more resources and workforce and thus boost its economy and by how much. 

Regarding the sub-discipline in geography of Spatial Cognition,  the exit signs that are 

used for helping people evacuate during a public emergency, for example, can be 

distributed according to the complementary spatial information of their clustering level, 

and the survival rate, response time to the emergency, and decision time for exiting can 

be determined as well.   
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The complementary spatial information can also be expanded to Operations 

Research applications, such as ones related to airline research (Center for Air 

Transportation Systems Research, 2015). The first example is a flight scheduling problem, 

where the objective is to optimize air transportation services among different airports 

such as international, domestic, and local ones. Their schedules can be determined not 

only based on factors such as airport priority and size, but also based on the distribution 

of the airports that communicate with each other within an area. Another example is 

within airline risk management; historical flight tracking data for landings with an 

expected landing path can be examined using distributions of point patterns so that 

landing safety rates can be studied. In addition to considering flight trajectory 

characteristics of the landing planes, such as the speed and angle with respect to the pre-

determined landing path, the clustering levels of the historical data of plane trajectories at 

a given point can be compared to their predetermined point on the landing orbit.   

5.3 Limitations 
As is with any study, there are limitations that should be known. First, the 

simulations in the Euclidean space followed the criteria of Solomon’s benchmark 

instances, such as the size the study area and the expected number of points. Therefore, if 

the shapes of the study areas or the number of points differ significantly from those 

simulation environments, further tests are needed to verify the applicability of the 

findings in this study. Second, the spatial distribution of customers of the Fairfax County 

Bulky Waste Collection system were mainly random, where the ANNI ranged from 0.8 

to 1.2; this is because the households made their own independent decisions and the 
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points had no particular spatial interaction. Therefore, the findings in the Euclidean space 

when the point patterns exhibited spatial clustering did not fully apply to this Fairfax 

network space and there is a need to find other types of refuse collection applications that 

have clustering data sets available. Examples of such applications can be ones where a 

community decides to act together, such as for scheduling pickups for their used clothes 

donations by a special vehicle or seasonal removal of hazardous pesticides. In addition, 

the Fairfax County network is only a case study and the network itself is not generic. 

Therefore, classic networks,  as shown in Figure 29,  such as a grid network (Newell & 

Daganzo, 1986b), a ring-radial network  (Newell & Daganzo, 1986a), or simulations of  

both urban and suburb networks (Csardi & Nepusz, 2006), can be further explored to 

study the characteristics of the network’s impact on the VRP distances in a network space 

application.  

 

               

Figure 29  Grid and ring-radial network. 
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5.4 Future Study 

5.4.1 Spatial Temporal Point Pattern  
VRP with time windows (VRPTW) is a special case of the VRP where there is a 

time frame for each customer to be visited (Toth & Vigo, 2002). Spatial temporal point 

pattern analysis (Cressie & Wikle, 2011) can be used to approximate the distance of the 

VRPTW where the distribution of customers (spatial) and the time slots (temporal) are  

considered simultaneously (Figliozzi, 2009). The demand quantities on customers were 

considered equal in this study. In future studies, simulations of demand quantities for 

each customer can be generated through a variety of processes, such as a binomial 

process, a uniform process, and an exponential process. Spatial autocorrelation is likely 

to be a factor due to differences in population characteristics for demand quantities of 

VRPs. 

5.4.2 Social Demographic Spatial Point Pattern  
The demands and distribution of points to be visited in a VRP can be influenced 

by a variety of social demographic factors such as income, number of family members, 

and number of vehicles. The patterns can also be influenced by the chronological 

development and settlement of the population. An improved estimation model can 

capitalize on these social demographic characteristics in order to better estimate the 

probability that a household will need VRP services. In this study, each point in the 

population point pattern had an equal chance to be serviced. However, in reality, in bulky 

waste collection service, some households with higher incomes might purchase new 

appliances more often and have more frequent requests to dump oversized waste. This 

means these households have a higher chance of being selected from the population point 
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pattern. These complex factors can influence the spatial distribution, and thereby the VRP 

approximation model should be adjusted considering these factors. 

5.4.3 K-Function as Complementary Spatial Information 
Ripley’s K-Function shows whether a point pattern is statistically clustered, 

random, or dispersed at various distance bands (Ripley, 1976; Wong & Lee, 2005). 

Instead of giving an overall evaluation of a point pattern’s spatial distribution, the K-

Function is a second order statistic that captures local variations of them. The benefit of 

the K-Function is that it contains additional local spatial information and, thus, it can be 

utilized to improve estimation accuracy of VRP solutions.  

Two future research directions are proposed to utilize the K-Function. First, the 

K-Function is used to generate a series of two dimensional value pairs, which can be 

plotted as lines and then used to divide the point patterns into groups based on their 

similarities. The local tour coefficient in the theoretical model can then be calculated as 

the median value within each of these groups, similar to the process in section 4.2.3. 

Second, a three-dimensional trend surface model can be built to approximate the VRP 

distances (Jones, 1971), where the VRP distances are the dependent variable and 

represented by one axis, the distance bands are represented by another axis, and the 

corresponding point density at each distance band are represented by the final axis. VRP 

scenarios, such as the number of routes, vehicle capacity, and average distance to the 

depot; and point pattern characteristics that include the number of points and size of the 

study area can also be considered. To interpret and support the model built by the second 
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approach, a three-dimensional mathematical derivation process can be used that is similar 

to the two-dimensional ones discussed in section 2.1.2.  

5.4.4 Network Point Pattern Simulation 
Further research can test the analysis for real world applications that apply to 

clustered and dispersed processes.  Section 3.3 mainly discusses the simulations of point 

patterns in the Euclidean space, while there is a possibility to perform this process in a 

network space. The simulation of a point pattern on a network is similar to that in a 

Euclidean space. The differences are that points can only be located along network lines 

and the radius constraint is changed into a network service area constraint. The clustered 

and dispersed simulations did not apply to the Fairfax County special waste collection 

system since the collection mainly followed complete spatial randomness.  

5.4.4.1 Network Random Process 
The network random point patterns can be generated based on the following steps: 

(1) Simulate a random point pattern on a network with the same total number of points 

(100 points), (2) Repeat Step (1) 100 times, and (3) Compute network point pattern 

distances and VRP distances for each simulated point pattern. 

5.4.4.2 Network Clustered Process 
As shown in Figure 30, which takes a total number of points n = 100 (10 parent 

points * 10 children points of each parent) as an example, the network clustered point 

patterns can be generated based on the following steps: (1) Generate a random point 

process of “parent” points along networks (10 points), (2) Generate child points (10 

points) for each parent point,  where the child points are generated independently and 

uniformly along the networks inside a service area centered around their parent point and 
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final patterns contain the child points only, (3) Repeat step (1) and (2) with service areas 

of 0.1 mile to 1 mile with a 0. 1 mile increment, (4) Repeat step (1), (2), and (3) 100 

times, (5) Compute network point pattern distances and VRP results of each point pattern, 

and then build models of them, and (6) Repeat steps (1) to (5) for remaining 

combinations of parent and children points that result in the chosen n number of points. 

 

 
Parent                                                                      Children 

 

 
Figure 30   Network Matern cluster process 
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5.4.4.3 Network Dispersed Process 
As shown in Figure 31, one point is generated at one time in the network 

dispersed process similar to that in the Euclidean Simple Inhibition process. Here are the 

steps to generate a total number of n points (for example, 100 points): (1) Generate one 

random point along the network, and add it to the parent points set [P], (2) Find service 

areas of parent points based on radius, (3) Generate one new random point along the 

network that is outside the service areas of all parent points, and add the new point to [P] 

where the new point only falls outside parent points’ service areas, (4) Repeat Step (3) 

until there are n parent points, (5) Repeat Steps (1), (2), (3), and (4) with service areas 

that vary from 0.1 mile to 1 mile, with a 0.1 mile increment, (6) Repeat Steps (1), (2), (3), 

(4), and (5) 100 times, and (7) Compute network point pattern distances and VRP results 

of each point pattern, and then build models of them. 

 

 

Figure 31  Network Simple Inhibition process 
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